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Combine 2\textsuperscript{nd} PA Meeting and 1\textsuperscript{st} Workshop

- Set up: one day workshop followed by PA2 (two days)
- For discussion: preference for PMR meetings to coincide with other international events or have stand alone meetings?

- Potential timing and location for next events:

General:
- UNFCCC negotiations (Bangkok?)
- Late September/early October (tbd)
- Other proposals – mid October

Paris:
- Oct 3-4: IEA, IETA & EPRI – Annual Workshop on Emissions Trading
- Oct 5-7: PMR Workshop and PA Mtg
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2nd Partnership Assembly Meeting

- **Proposed main agenda items:**
  - Presentations by the Implementing Country Participants on their Organizing Frameworks for Preparation Funding (Ukraine and Morocco)
  - Consideration of Expressions of Interest (EoIs)
  - Discussion: Tool for Market Readiness and criteria/considerations;
  - Discussion: criteria for allocation of the funding for Implementation phase
  - Consideration of modality of inviting Observers
  - Consideration: establishing the Partnership Committee
  - Election of the co-chairs for PA3
  - Information sharing session: updates and experiences
PMR Workshops

- PMR Workshops are intended to explore technical issues related to market instruments and the work of the PMR
- Participation is open to PMR participants, observer countries and invited entities, experts and private entities
- Potential topic for fall 2011 PMR technical workshop:
  - Secretariat to circulate proposal for Participants’ feedback
Thank You
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